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Diffraction and Imaging

Huygens-Kirchhoff-Fresnel principle

~q = ~k − ~k ′
The interference pattern is given by the
superposition of spherical wavelets

f (Ω~q) =

∫
d3~r

(2π)3
F (~r)ei~q·~r

Fourier imaging
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Elastic scattering
Form Factors

Probing deeper using virtual photons

q = k - k'

p'p
FFs

k k'

JµEM = F1γ
µ +

κ

2M
F2iσ

µνqν

dσ

dΩ
=

σMott

ε(1 + τ)

[
τG2

M + εG2
E

]
τ =

Q2

4M2

Q2 = −
(
k − k ′

)2
= −m2

γ∗

1

ε
= 1 + 2(1 + τ)tan2 θe

2
GE = F1 − τF2

GM = F1 + F2

Hofstadter Nobel prize 1961

”The best fit in this figure indicates
an rms radius close to 0.74± 0.24× 10−13 cm.”

Imaging in transverse impact parameter space
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Deeply Inelastic Scattering
Parton Distributions

Optical theorem

p

*γ

Bx

2

X

ImΣ ∝
X

*γ *γ

BxBx

pp
qf

The total cross section is given by
the imaginary part of the forward amplitude

ν = Eγ∗ , xB =
Q2

2Mν

σDIS(xB ,��Q2)→ scaling, point-like constituents

Oeep inelastic scattering: Comparisons with the quark model

Jerome I. Friedrnan
Oepartment of Physics, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge, Massachusetts OZf 90

EARLY RESULTS

In the latter half of 1967 a group of physicists from the
Stanford Linear Accelerator Center (SLAC) and the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) embarked
on a program of inelastic electron-proton scattering after
completing an initial study (Coward et al. , 1968) of elas-
tic scattering with physicists from the California Institute
of Technology. This work was done on the newly com-
pleted 20 GeV Stanford linear accelerator. The main
purpose of the inelastic program was to study the elec-
troproduction of resonances as a function of momentum
transfer. It was thought that higher-mass resonances
might become more prominent when excited with virtual
photons, and it was our intent to search for these at the
very highest masses that could be reached. For com-
pleteness we also wanted to look at the inelastic continu-
um, since this was a new energy region which had not
been previously explored. The proton resonances that we
were able to measure' showed no unexpected kinematic
behavior. Their transition form factors fell about as rap-
idly as the elastic proton form factor with increasing
values of the four-momentum transfer q. However, we
found two surprising features when we investigated the
continuum region (now commonly called the deep inelas-
tic region).

as a function of the square of the four-momentum
transfer, q =2EE'(1—cos8), for constant values of the
invariant mass of the recoiling target system 8' where
W =2M(E E')—+M q. —The quantity E is the ener-
gy of the incident electron, E' is the energy of the final
electron, and 8 is the scattering angle, all defined in the
laboratory system; M is the mass of the proton. The
cross section is divided by the Mott cross section in order
to remove the major part of the well-known four-
momentum-transfer dependence arising from the photon
propagator. The q dependence that remains is related
primarily to the properties of the target system. Results
from 10' are shown in the figure for each value of 8'. As
8 increases, the q dependence appears to decrease. The
striking difference between the behavior of the deep in-
elastic and elastic cross sections is also illustrated in this
figure, where the elastic cross section, divided by the
Mott cross section for 0= 10, is shown.

i

0=lo

~ —W=2. GeV
~ ---- W=3 GeV

-Ilo

(1)Weak q2 dependence

The first unexpected feature of thes~ early results
(Bloom et al. , 1969; Breidenbach et al. , 1969) was that
the deep inelastic cross sections showed a weak falloff
with increasing q . The scattering yields at the larger
values of q were between one and two orders of magni-
tude greater than expected.
The weak momentum-transfer dependence of the in-

elastic cross sections for excitations well beyond the reso-
nance region is illustrated in Fig. 1. The differential cross
section divided by the Mott cross section o.M,« is plotted
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*This lecture was delivered 8 December, 1990, on the occasion
of the presentation of the 1990Nobel Prize in Physics.
~W. K. H. Panofsky, in Proceedings of the XIV International
Conference on High Energy Physics, Vienna (1968), p. 23. The
experimental report, presented by the author, is not published
in the Conference Proceedings. It was, however, produced as a
SLAC preprint.
The Mott cross section,

FICr. 1. (d o./dQdE')/oM«„ in GeV ', vs q for 8 =2, 3, and
3.5 GeV. The lines drawn through the data are meant to guide
the eye. Also shown is the cross section for elastic e-p scatter-
ing divided by o-M«„(do-/d0)/o. M«„calculated for 0=10', us-
ing the dipole form factor. The relatively slow variation with q
of the inelastic cross section compared with the elastic cross
section is clearly shown.

Reviews of Modern Physics, Vol. 63, No. 3, July 1991 Copyright 1991 The Nobel Foundation 615

Discovery of quarks, SLAC-MIT group, 7-18 GeV electron
Friedman, Kendall, Taylor, Nobel prize 1990

lim
Q2→∞

σDIS(xB) =

1∫
xB

dξ

ξ

∑
a

fa(ξ, µ)σ̂a

(
xB

ξ
,
Q

µ

)

1-D distribution in longitudinal momentum space
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Deep Exclusive Scattering
Generalized Parton Distributions

*γ γ

ξx-ξx+

p'p
t

GPDs

factorization

*γ φ, ω, ρ

ξx-ξx+

p'p
t

GPDs

DAs

γ∗p → γp′, γ∗p →

 ρp′

ωp′

φp′

Bjorken regime :
Q2 →∞, xB fixed

t fixed � Q2 , ξ → xB
2−xB

P+

2π

∫
dy− eixP

+y− 〈p′|ψ̄q(0)γ+(1 + γ5)ψ(y)|p〉

= N̄(p′)
[
Hq(x, ξ, t)γ+ + Eq(x, ξ, t)iσ+ν ∆ν

2M

+ H̃q(x, ξ, t)γ+
γ

5 + Ẽq(x, ξ, t)γ5 ∆+

2M

]
N(p)

spin N no flip N flip

q no flip H E

q flip H̃ Ẽ

3-D Imaging conjointly in transverse impact parameter and longitudinal momentum
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GPDs and Transverse Imaging
(xB , t) correlations

qX (x , ~b⊥) =

∫
d2 ~∆⊥
(2π)2

[
H(x , 0, t)−

E(x , 0, t)

2M

∂

∂by

]
e−i~∆⊥·~b⊥

Lattice calculation
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*γ γ

ξx-ξx+

p'p
t

GPDs

*γ *γ

xx

pp
qf

*γ

xx

p'p
FFs

Generalized Parton Distributions

P+

2π

∫
dy− eixP

+y− 〈p′|ψ̄q(0)γ+(1 + γ
5)ψ(y)|p〉

= N̄(p′)
[
Hq(x, ξ, t)γ+ + Eq(x, ξ, t)iσ+ν ∆ν

2M

+ H̃q(x, ξ, t)γ+
γ

5 + Ẽq(x, ξ, t)γ5 ∆+

2M

]
N(p)

Parton longitudinal momentum fraction distributions

1

4π

∫
dy− eixp

+y− 〈p|ψ̄q(0)γ+
ψ(y)|p〉 = fq(x)

Hq(x, ξ = 0, t = 0) = fq(x)

Form Factors - Fourier transform of transverse spatial distributions

〈p′|ψ̄q(0)γ+
ψ(0)|p〉 = N̄(p′)

[
F
q
1 (t)γ+ + F

q
2 (t)iσ+ν ∆ν

2M

]
N(p)

∫ 1

−1
dx Hq(x, ξ, t) = F

q
1 (t) First x-moment

∫ 1

−1
dx Eq(x, ξ, t) = F

q
2 (t)
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GPDs and Energy Momentum Tensor
(x , ξ) correlations

Form Factors accessed via second x-moments :

〈p′|T̂ q
µν |p〉= N̄(p′)

[
Mq

2 (t)
PµPν

M
+ Jq(t)

ı(Pµσνρ+Pνσµρ)∆ρ

2M
+ dq

1 (t)
∆µ∆ν−gµν∆2

5M

]
N(p)

Angular momentum distribution

Jq(t) =
1

2

∫ 1

−1
dx x [Hq(x , ξ, t) + Eq(x , ξ, t)]

Mass and force/pressure distributions

Mq
2 (t)+

4

5
d1(t)ξ2 =

1

2

∫ 1

−1
dx xHq(x , ξ, t)

d1(t) = 15M

∫
d3~r

j0(r
√
−t)

2t
p(r)

Distribution of pressure
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Extraction of Ju and Jd
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Deeply Virtual Compton Scattering
The cleanest GPD probe at low and medium energies

*γ γ

ξx-ξx+

p'p
t

GPDs

e-’

!

pe-

"*

 hadronic plane

leptonic plane

"

ep → epγ

ALU =
d4σ→ − d4σ←

d4σ→ + d4σ←
twist-2
≈

α sinφ

1 + β cosφ

α ∝ Im

(
F1H+ ξGMH̃ −

t

4M2
F2E

)
H(ξ, t) = iπH(ξ, ξ, t) + P

∫ 1

−1
dx

H(x , ξ, t)

x − ξ

AUL ∝ Im

(
F1H̃+ ξGMH+ GM

ξ

1 + ξ
E + · · ·

)
sinφ
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Observables sensitivities to GPD

*γ γ

ξx-ξx+

p'p
t

GPDs

*γ φ, ω, ρ

ξx-ξx+

p'p
t

GPDs

DAs

DVCS DVMP
Im Re

H ALU σ

H̃ AUL
ALL, ALT

E AUT

Meson Flavor

HT ,ET

π+ ∆u − ∆d

π0 2∆u + ∆d

η 2∆u − ∆d + 2∆s

H,E

ρ+ u − d

ρ0 2u + d

ω 2u − d

φ g

A global analysis is needed to fully disentangle GPDs
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Selection of existing results



Pioneering observations
First DVCS BSA and TSA observations

ALU ∝ F1H+ ξGMH̃ − t
4M2 F2E

Q2 = 1.3 GeV2, xB = 0.2,−t = 0.2 GeV2

A(φ) = α sinφ + β cos(2φ)

α = 0.202± 0.028stat ± 0.013syst

β = −0.024± 0.021stat ± 0.009syst

S. Stepanyan at al., PRL 87 (2001) 182002

250+ citations

AUL ∝ F1H̃+ ξGM

(
H+ ξ

1+ξ
E
)
− · · ·
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Scaling tests of ∆σDVCS Hall-A
F1H+ ξGMH̃ − F2

t
4M2 E + · · ·

    Transversity 2011 – Veli-Losinj, Croatia, 8/28-9/2   Page 8 

Hall A DVCS/BH cross section on proton 

Verify Bjorken scaling in small Q2 range  
High statistics in small range in Q2, xB, t 

C.$Muñoz$et$al.,$Phys.$Rev.$Le'.$97$(2006)$262002$

New data taken 2010 on hydrogen and deuterium at two beam energies  
C. Muñoz et al., PRL 97 (2006) 262002

High precision in a narrow kinematical range
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Separation of I and DVCS2 Hall-A
F1H+ ξGMH̃ − F2

t
4M2 E + · · ·

High precision in a narrow kinematical range
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CLAS proton Beam Spin Asymmetry Hall-B
F1H+ ξGMH̃ − t

4M2 F2E

)2
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G
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α

Precision in a large phase-space (xB ,Q
2, t)

Qualitative model agreement, quantitative constraints on parameters

F.-X. G. et al., PRL 100 (2008) 162002
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Unpolarized Cross-Sections Hall-B
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Compton Form Factors Hall-B
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CLAS proton Target Spin Asymmetry Hall-B

AUL ∝ F1 Im H̃ ALL ∝ F1Re H̃
20
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FIG. 19. (Color online) Target-spin asymmetry for the reaction ep ! e0p0� as a function of � for the various Q2-xB (rows) and
�t (columns) bins. The point-by-point systematic uncertainties are represented by the shaded bands. The solid black curve is
the fit with the function in Eq. (43). In the highest �t bin of the third (Q2-xB) bin, � was set to zero due to the limited �
coverage, while no fit is performed on the first �t bin of the highest (Q2-xB) bin, where only one data point is present. The
curves show the predictions of the VGG [23] (red-dashed) and KMM12 [26] (blue-dotted) models.
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FIG. 22. (Color online) Double-spin asymmetry for the reaction ep ! e0p0� as a function of � for the various Q2-xB (rows) and
�t (columns) bins. The point-by-point systematic uncertainties are represented by the shaded bands. The solid black curve is
the fit with the function in Eq. (45). In the highest �t bin of the third (Q2-xB) bin �, was set to zero due to the limited �
coverage, while no fit is performed on the first �t bin of the highest (Q2-xB) bin, where only one data point is present. The
red-dashed and cyan-dotted curves are predictions of the VGG and KMM12 models, respectively. The pink two-dot-dashed
curves are the calculations for the Bethe-Heitler process.
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Model independent extraction Hall-B
Using only ALU and AUL

GPD dependencies versus xB mirror their
respective ordinary PDFs

H̃ and H ↔ ∆q(x) and q(x)

Change of ∆q(x) t-slope vs xB less pronounced
than q(x)

Axial charge more concentrated than EM

charge
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Existing results : lessons learned

I The feasibility of high luminosity exclusive measurements in complementary high
precision (Hall-A) and large acceptance (CLAS) spectrometers has been
demonstrated.

I The first dedicated generation of experiments suggests precocious scaling in
Deeply Virtual Compton Scattering

I Several dedicated talks in Session A : Hadron Structure on Thursday afternoon

I The experimental results have triggered theoretical developments for the
consistent description of higher twist corrections

I Several approaches investigate Generalized Parton Distribution extraction
methods from data

I Unpolarized cross-sections are crucial to normalize asymmetries (H. Jo)

I Broad program requires deep virtual vector meson production for flavor
separation

I Pseudoscalar meson production sensitive to transversity GPDs (V. Kubarosky)

I Measurement on Nuclear Targets (M. Hattawy)
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12 GeV era projections at JLab



JLab12
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Hall-A DVCS at 12 GeV E12-06-114
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Hall-A DVCS at 12 GeV E12-06-114

Only highest Q2 shown
Long lever arm

Rosenbluth separation
of I and DVCS2

High-precision scaling test
on both Re and Im
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CLAS12

Higher energy
Higher luminosity
Better hermeticity

EPJ manuscript No.
(will be inserted by the editor)

CLAS12 and its Science Program at the Je!erson Lab Upgrade.

Selected Topics

Volker D. Burkert

Je!erson Lab, Newport News, Virginia, USA

July 29, 2008

Abstract. An overview of the CLAS12 detector is presented and the initial physics program after the
energy-doubling of the Je!erson Lab electron accelerator. Construction of the 12 GeV upgrade project is
anticipated to begin in 2009. A broad program has been developed to map the nucleon’s 3-dimensional
spin and flavor content through the measurement of deeply exclusive and semi-inclusive processes. Other
programs include forward distribution function to large xB ! 0.85 and of the quark and gluon polarized
distribution functions, and nucleon ground state and transition form factors at high Q2. The 12 GeV
electron beam and the large acceptance of CLAS12 are also well suited to explore hadronization properties
using the nucleus as a laboratory.

PACS. 1 1.55.Fv, 13.60.Le, 13.40.Gp, 14.20.Gk

1 Introduction

The challenge of understanding nucleon electromagnetic
structure still continues after more than five decades of
experimental scrutiny. From the initial measurements of
elastic form factors to the accurate determination of par-
ton distributions through deep inelastic scattering (DIS),
the experiments have increased in statistical and system-
atic accuracy. Only recently it was realized that the par-
ton distribution functions represent special cases of a more
general, much more powerful, way to characterize the struc-
ture of the nucleon, the generalized parton distributions
(GPDs) [1–4].

The GPDs are the Wigner quantum phase space dis-
tribution of quarks in the nucleon – functions describing
the simultaneous distribution of particles with respect to
both position and momentum. in a quantum-mechanical
system, representing the closest analogue to a classical
phase space density allowed by the uncertainty principle.
In addition to the information about the spatial density
(form factors) and momentum density (parton distribu-
tion), these functions reveal the correlation of the spatial
and momentum distributions, i.e. how the spatial shape
of the nucleon changes when probing quarks of di!erent
wavelengths.

The concept of GPDs has led to completely new meth-
ods of “spatial imaging” of the nucleon, either in the form
of two-dimensional tomographic images, or in the form of
genuine three-dimensional images. GPDs also allow us to
quantify how the orbital motion of quarks in the nucleon
contributes to the nucleon spin – a question of crucial im-
portance for our understanding of the “mechanics” under-

lying nucleon structure. The spatial view of the nucleon
enabled by the GPDs provides us with new ways to test
dynamical models of nucleon structure.

CTOF

SVT

FTOF

HTCC

Solenoid

LTCC

Torus

EC

Region 1

Region 2

Region 3

Fig. 1. 3D view of the CLAS12 detector. The beam comes
from the left. The target is located inside the superconducting
solenoid magnet.
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Proton BSA DVCS ALU E12-06-009
80 days @ L = 1035 cm−2s−1 with 85% polarized beam ALU ∝ F1H + ξGMH̃ − t

4M2 F2E

Projections for CLAS12

Statistical uncertainties :
from 1 % (low Q2)
to 10 % (high Q2)

Unprecedented statistics
over the full φ range
up to high x = 0.6
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Proton BSA DVCS ALU E12-06-009
80 days @ L = 1035 cm−2s−1 with 85% polarized beam ALU ∝ F1H + ξGMH̃ − t

4M2 F2E

Projections for CLAS12

Statistical uncertainties :
from 1 % (low Q2)
to 10 % (high Q2)

Unprecedented statistics
over the full φ range
up to high x = 0.6
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Proton DVCS TSA AUL E12-06-009
120 days @ L = 2× 1035 cm−2s−1 with 80% polarized NH3 AUL ∝ F1H̃+ ξGM

(
H + ξ

1+ξ
E
)
− · · ·

Projections for CLAS12

Statistical uncertainties :
from 2 % (low Q2)
to 30 % (high Q2)

Unprecedented statistics
over the full φ range
up to high x = 0.6
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Proton DVCS TSA AUL E12-06-009
120 days @ L = 2× 1035 cm−2s−1 with 80% polarized NH3 AUL ∝ F1H̃+ ξGM

(
H + ξ

1+ξ
E
)
− · · ·

Projections for CLAS12

Statistical uncertainties :
from 2 % (low Q2)
to 30 % (high Q2)

Unprecedented statistics
over the full φ range
up to high x = 0.6
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Proton DVCS TSA AUL E12-06-009
120 days @ L = 2× 1035 cm−2s−1 with 80% polarized NH3 AUL ∝ F1H̃+ ξGM

(
H + ξ

1+ξ
E
)
− · · ·

Projections for CLAS12

Sample kinematics
for target asymmetry

Change of t-slope with xB
↔
imaging ∆q(xB , b⊥)
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Projected impact on GPD extraction methods

Using simulated data
based on VGG model.
Input GPD H extracted
with good accuracy
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Precision tomography in the valence region
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Gluons at large x

I Large glue density at x > 0.1

PDF from global fits
(F2 evolution, νDIS, jets)

Gluons carry more than 30%
of the momentum for 0.1 < x

I 3D imaging of the nucleon

spatial distribution of valence quarks :
elastic scattering, DVCS, . . .

Nucleon gluonic radius ?
exclusive φ
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Extraction of gluonic profiles

Longitudinal cross-section

Corresponding sensitivity in
transverse position space

b = 1/
√
−t

Error propagation study
Skewness ξ 6= 0 neglected
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Nucleon structure for hadron colliders

I MultiParton Interaction first suggested in 1975
(Landshoff & Polkinghorne)

I Evidence in :
I high pT at the CERN/ISR and Tevatron
I intermediate pT : underlying event in Dijet and

Drell-Yann at CFD Run I and II, and at CMS
I Found to be necessary to tune low pT Pythia and

Herwig

I MPI more important at LHC is expected to challenge
many new physics search

I MPI can also be better studied at LHC for itself !

C. Weiss, L. Frankfurt, M. Strikman, Ann.Rev.Nucl.Part.Sci. 55 (2005) 403-465
Diehl, Ostermeier, Schäfer, “Elements of MPI in QCD”, DESY 11-196
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Summary

I A unified framework for nucleon tomography has been established

I The first dedicated results on Compton Scattering suggest precocious handbag
dominance

I Accurate information on Generalized Parton Distributions in the valence region
and at moderate momentum transfer was gathered

I The long range plan to extract GPDs has begun

I Interplay between spin and flavor decompositions requires also other reactions

I JLab 12 GeV will precisely test scaling and carry out the tomography of valence
quarks

I Future measurements are planned at CERN/Compass and DESY/Panda

I The EIC will expand the reach and probe the sea and gluons

I Essential for QCD backgrounds at LHC and beyond
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Supplementary slides
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Precision tomography in the valence region
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